other matter. A decay or interference theory of short-term memory would predict a large drop in accuracy with aural presentation of the sequences.
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A Review of Quasi-Linear Pilot Models

DUANE T. MCruER, FELLOW, IEEE, AND HENRY R. JEX

Abstract—During the past several years, an analytical theory of manual control of vehicles has been in development and has emerged as a useful engineering tool for the explanation of past test results and prediction of new phenomena. An essential feature of this theory is the use of quasi-linear analytical models for the human pilot wherein the models' form and parameters are adapted to the task variables involved in the particular pilot–vehicle situation.

This paper summarizes the current state of these models, and includes background on the nature of the models; experimental data and equations of describing function models for compensatory, pursuit, periodic, and multiloop control situations; the effects of task variables on some of the model parameters; some data on "remnant"; and the relationship of handling qualities ratings to the model parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. The Nature of Pilot Models

The terms in which engineering models are expressed are determined by the behavior they are to describe, by the type of problem they are expected to solve, and by the available techniques with which they are to be applied. Because the motivation for mathematical models of pilot response characteristics has been to explain the behavior of pilot–vehicle control systems, the analytical descriptions desired are in control engineering terms. The purposes of the models are to summarize behavioral data, to provide a basis for rationalization and understanding of pilot control actions, and, most important of all, to be used in conjunction with vehicle dynamics in forming predictions or in explaining the behavior of pilot–vehicle systems. The control engineering models which satisfy these desires are, at best, representations of pilot's behavior rather than mechanistic analogs of the pilot's physiological structure. The models are valid to the extent that their behavioral properties resemble or duplicate those of the human. They gain in acceptability if certain features can also be identified structurally, although they cannot be rejected because of any failure to satisfy this test. For a detailed background on the various types of human operator models which have been developed, the surveys in references [1]–[6] and the bibliographies of references [7] and [8] are recommended.

The human pilot is a multimode, adaptive, learning controller capable of exhibiting an enormous variety of behavior, which includes:

1) System Organization

a) Mechanization of Feedback Loops: The selection and use of particular output motions of the vehicle

2 As used here, these terms refer to improvements in some measure of performance over that of a fixed-parameter system; an adaptive system changes the performance in a new environment, while a learning system changes the performance in successive encounters with the same environment [5].
(from all of those capable of being sensed) which are best suited to serve as feedbacks to satisfy the guidance and control needs.

b) Coherence Detection: The extraction of coherence in the presented stimuli, including the abstraction of patterns in predictable functions.

c) Coherence Utilization:
   i) Mechanization of feedback loops—The set-up of an internal organization (equivalent to the construction of several signal-processing paths within the human) to make efficient use of any coherence in the presented stimuli.
   ii) Command pattern generation—The generation of internal anticipatory commands which, when transmitted to the effectors, results in a system output which duplicates the actual predictable forcing function.

2) System Adjustment

The adoption and adjustment of transfer characteristics appropriate for control of the system as organized. This phase also has two aspects.

a) Central Aspects: Associated with the sensory and equalization functions.

b) Peripheral Features: The adaptive adjustments of the neuromuscular subsystem.

Existing techniques for modeling are incapable of mimicking this complex behavior in a single grand model. Consequently, to obtain useful results, we must narrow our view and replace generality with specialization. By far the most fruitful specialized situations thus far considered are those of a stationary nature, where the task variables are constant and the pilot response characteristics are, because of training, reasonably stationary and repeatable. By considering such special situations, each of the many modes of behavior can be studied individually, as can the long term results of adaptation and learning within a particular mode. However, the dynamics of mode-switching and short-term adaptation and/or learning in the pilot, or of time-varying behavior in the task variables, cannot be treated with this approach.

B. Quasi-Linearization

To the extent that the physical situation has time-stationary properties, an appropriate approach is to model the possibly nonlinear pilot–vehicle system by some kind of quasi-linear system. This is an equivalent system in which the relationships between pertinent measures of system input and output signals are linear in spite of the existence of nonlinear elements. The quasi-linear system concept originally evolved from the observation that a great many nonlinear systems have responses to specific inputs which appear similar to responses of equivalent linear systems to these same inputs. For a given input–nonlinear-system combination, the response of the nonlinear system can be divided into two parts—one component which corresponds to the response of an equivalent linear element driven by that input, and an additional quantity, called the “remnant,” which represents the difference between the response of the actual and the equivalent linear element. Quasi-linear models of a nonlinear system, for the specific input of interest, are represented mathematically by a “describing function,” which is the equivalent linear element, plus the remnant, both of which may be input-dependent.

The most common quasi-linear system in engineering usage is the sinusoidal-input describing function, which is of great value in stability studies of nonlinear servomechanisms and in the study of sinusoidal oscillations of the pilot–vehicle system, such as pilot-induced oscillations. Here, the describing function, when acted upon by a sinusoidal input, yields the Fourier fundamental component of the actual nonsinusoidal output. The remnant, which must be added to the output fundamental to achieve equivalence with the output signal of the nonlinear system, is made up of all the higher harmonics resulting from the passage of the sinusoid through the nonlinearity. Describing functions can also be defined for other periodic forcing functions, such as square waves; for transient inputs, such as step functions; or for random inputs of specified stochastic properties. In the last case, the remnant is also described by a random process, linearly uncorrelated with the input, which has a power spectral density such that the outputs of both the quasi-linear and the actual system have equal power spectral densities.

Random-input describing function plus remnant descriptions are by far the most important quasi-linear models of the pilot–vehicle system. Not only are random forcing functions representative of important classes of piloting tasks, but their unpredictability precludes the pilot’s coherence detection efforts. Describing functions based on random-appearing and periodic inputs have been the basis for the vast majority of pilot–vehicle system analyses, and have also received the lion's share of experimental effort. This paper is devoted to a summary of the current status of this type of pilot model, and how its parameters are affected by the task variables.

C. Key Variables in the Pilot–Vehicle System

The pilot’s characteristics as a controller depend on four kinds of variables (see Fig. 1). The first are the task variables, which comprise all the system inputs and control system elements external to the pilot and which enter directly and explicitly into the pilot’s control task. Four of these—forcing function, display, manipulator, and controlled element dynamics—have a major effect on the pilot dynamics. The second type of variable affecting the pilot’s operation is the environment external to the pilot. Environmental variables include such factors as ambient illumination, temperature, vibration, and G-loading (to the extent that this is superimposed on, rather than controlled by, the pilot). The third type of variable is operator-centered. This includes such things as training, fatigue, and motivation. Finally, for a given experimental series there are procedural variables, such
as instructions, practice, order of presentation, etc., which can be very important to the accuracy and generality of the experimentally based conclusions.

The impact of the operator-centered and procedural variables has been minimized, in the data reported herein, by using highly trained and motivated subjects drawn from a narrowly limited population for which high grade skill in piloting tasks is an essential feature; carefully tying in results from one experimental series with those of others; and using balanced experimental designs to the extent feasible. For all of the models described here the environmental variables have been those corresponding to either fixed-base or straight-and-level flight conditions. Recently the effects of environmental characteristics on pilot describing functions have received attention elsewhere,115–117 so these will not be considered herein.

With these introductory remarks, the subject has been specialized to quasi-linear describing function and remnant models as affected by task variables. Nevertheless, as will be seen, the scope of even this specialized area is considerable.

II. PILOT DESCRIBING FUNCTION MODELS

A. The Crossover Model

The most important class of situations for which pilot-vehicle models are useful are closed-loop compensatory tracking tasks in which the pilot acts on the displayed error \( e \) between a desired command input \( i \) and the comparable vehicle output motion \( m \) to produce a control action \( c \). The power servo, vehicle, sensor, and display dynamics are all combined into the controlled element dynamics, having a transfer function \( Y_e(s) \). The portion of the pilot’s control action linearly correlated with the input is represented by the quasi-linear describing function \( Y_p(j\omega) \), which also includes the effects of the manipulator “feel” characteristics.2 The forcing function (command input or internal disturbance) must be subjectively random-appearing. It is idealized as a stationary random signal having a Gaussian amplitude distribution with rms level \( \varepsilon \) and a low-pass frequency characteristic with bandwidth \( \omega_0 \). The goal is to follow commands and regulate against disturbances; in other words, to minimize error. Under these conditions the pilot becomes a serial element in the closed-loop system and, given sufficient practice, evolves a stable relationship between his control action and the particular set of displayed signals.

The human pilot has the capability of adjusting or equalizing his behavior so that the closed-loop characteristics fulfill the basic conditions required of any good feedback control system. These are to:

1) provide some desired command-response relationship;
2) suppress unwanted inputs and disturbances;
3) reduce the effects of variations and uncertainties in the components of the control loop;
4) provide adequate closed-loop stability margins.

In a compensatory control loop, these four functions are accomplished by making the amplitude ratio of the open-loop frequency response, \( |Y_{ol}| = |Y_pY_e| \), very large over the frequency range of the input bandwidth and very small outside this range. Unfortunately, an extremely sharp change in amplitude ratio with frequency cannot generally be realized due to accompanying phase lags which destabilize the closed-loop system. Allowing for the stability requirements of positive gain margin and phase margin, the compromise between high gain over
the input bandwidth and low gain beyond the input bandwidth is embodied in a Primary Rule of Thumb for Frequency Domain Synthesis (adapted from McRuer and Graham.\textsuperscript{111})

"At frequencies just within and beyond the input bandwidth, seek or create (by equalization) a fair stretch of \(-20\) dB/decade slope for the amplitude ratio and adjust the loop gain so as to put the unity-amplitude crossover frequency near the higher edge of this region, while maintaining adequate stability margins."

The region near crossover frequency, \(\omega_o\) (i.e., where \(|Y_{ol}| = 1.0, \text{ or } 0\) dB) is of fundamental importance in the analysis of closed-loop piloting tasks for the following reasons.

1) For the system output to approximate the input (tracking errors to be small), \(\omega_o\) must exceed \(\omega_c\).

2) The nature of \(Y_{ol}\) near \(\omega_o\) determines the dominant closed-loop modes and response, e.g., the displayed error spectrum generally shows a peak near this frequency.

3) The system stability is determined by the open-loop gain and phase characteristics near this frequency.

A fairly comprehensive understanding of the effect of task variables on the pilot model and on the resulting closed-loop performance is available from a very extensive and recent set of data\textsuperscript{111} together with earlier data summarized in the references.\textsuperscript{20, 111} The most significant result of these measurements is the degree to which all of the data—for controlled elements ranging from \(Y_c = K_o\), through \(K_o/s\), to \(K_o/s^2\)—approach the characteristics dictated by the Primary Rule of Thumb in the crossover region. The pilot adopts sufficient lead or lag equalization so that the slope of \(|Y_{ol}| = |Y_p Y_c|\) lies very close to \(-20\) dB/decade in the region of crossover frequencies. Besides the \(-90\) deg phase shift associated with the \(-20\) dB/decade amplitude ratio, there is an accumulation of additional lags due to transport delays and high frequency neuromuscular dynamics. All of these can be represented (near crossover frequencies) by an effective time delay \(\tau_e\). Consequently, a remarkably simple two-parameter "crossover model" can account for most of the significant open-loop data trends in the important crossover frequency region.

The crossover model is

\[
Y_{ol}(j\omega) = Y_p Y_c = \frac{\omega_o e^{-i\omega_c \tau_e}}{j\omega}; \quad \text{near } \omega_o. \quad (1)
\]

The crossover frequency \(\omega_o\) is equivalent to the loop gain and accounts for the pilot's adaptive compensation for the controlled element gain. Both \(\omega_o\) and \(\tau_e\) are functions of the task variables. This simple crossover model is not a replacement for the complete verbal-analytical pilot model (which will be given later) but is a convenient approximation suitable for many pilot–vehicle engineering purposes. It is a better approximation of the amplitude ratio data than of the phase data. Furthermore, it usually leads to essentially correct closed-loop characteristics because the actual shape of the open-loop describing function far from the crossover region usually has little effect on the closed-loop dynamics.

To illustrate these basic and important points, typical measured pilot–vehicle describing functions for three types of controlled elements are shown in Fig. 2 (see McRuer et al.\textsuperscript{111} for further details). Also shown are the controlled element transfer functions alone (dotted lines) and the fitted crossover model (solid lines) having the form of (1). The difference between the dotted lines and data points represents the pilot's equalization, which is a lag for \(Y_c = K_o\), none for \(Y_c = K_o/s\), and a lead for \(Y_c = K_o/s^2\). The main point is that all cases end up being reasonably well fitted by the crossover model over a wide frequency range below and near crossover, with different parameters for different \(Y_c\)'s.

These data are typical of other controlled elements having at most one pole in the crossover region and capable of being equalized to the crossover model form by a single lead or lag. The crossover model is even a fairly good fit to situations involving a mildly unstable controlled element which must be stabilized by the pilot's control action. However, when the degree of instability is severe, the pilot's behavior is constrained to a narrow range by vanishing stability margins which may preclude equalization to the \(-20\) dB/decade criterion. Further data and discussion of this interesting facet is beyond the scope of this paper, but is covered in references \textsuperscript{19}, \textsuperscript{22}, \textsuperscript{23}. Many aerospace vehicle systems can be approximated by one of these simpler controlled elements in the (final) crossover region. Some simple examples are given in Table I and a bibliography for more complex application examples is given in reference \textsuperscript{7}.

B. Form of Pilot Describing Function and Equalization Adjustment

The simplest pilot describing function form, which corresponds to the open-loop crossover model, is:

\[
Y_p = K_p \frac{(T_L j\omega + 1)}{(j\omega + T_I)} e^{-i\tau_e} \quad (2)
\]

where

\[
K_p = \text{pilot static gain}
\]
\[
T_L = \text{lead time constant (relative rate-to-displacement sensitivity)}
\]
\[
T_I = \text{lag time constant}
\]
\[
\tau_e = \text{effective time delay, including transport delays and high frequency neuromuscular lags.}
\]

The lead and lag equalization \(T_L\) and \(T_I\) are adjusted by the pilot to achieve the \(-20\) dB/decade slope of the combined \(Y_p Y_c\) response, as required by the crossover model, while the gain \(K_p\) is adjusted to put \(\omega_o\) where required. It appears that the pilot attempts to choose a lead or lag value such that the sensitivity of the closed-loop low-frequency characteristics to variations in \(T_L\)
Fig. 2. Measured open-loop describing functions and comparisons with crossover models for \( Y_s = K_{c}/\omega \).

(a) \( Y_s = K_{c}/\omega \)

(b) \( Y_s = K_{c}/\omega \)

(c) \( Y_s = K_{c}/\omega \)
TABLE I
TYPICAL AIRCRAFT CONTROL TASKS AND RELATED SIMPLE CONTROLLED ELEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controlled Element</th>
<th>Related Vehicle Control Situations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Y_s = K_s$</td>
<td>Aircraft load factor control (at high speeds) by elevator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_s = \frac{K_s}{s}$</td>
<td>Aircraft pitch angle control by elevator, attitude control of vehicles with augmented damping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_s = \frac{K_s}{s^2}$</td>
<td>Aircraft heading control by steering wheel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_s = \frac{K_s}{s(s + 1/T)}$</td>
<td>Space vehicle attitude control by control jets, rocket booster control (at launch) by thrust deflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_s = \frac{K_s}{(s + 1/T)}$</td>
<td>Aircraft heading control by ailerons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Y_s = \frac{1}{s(s - 1/T)}$</td>
<td>Pitch angle control of a statically unstable aircraft by elevator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or $T_l$ is small, leaving the gain and effective time delay as his primary means for adjusting the closed-loop stability and dominant modes.

The resulting equalization adjustment rule in verbal form is as follows.

**Rule 1—Equalization Selection and Adjustment:** The particular equalization is selected from the general form $K_p(T_{ijw} + 1)/(T_{ijw} + 1)$ such that the following properties occur.

a) The system can be stabilized by proper selection of gain $K_p$, preferably over a very broad range of $K_p$.

b) Over a wide frequency range, near the crossover region, the magnitude ratio $|Y_pY_c|$ has approximately a $-20$ dB/decade slope.

c) $|Y_pY_c| >> 1$ is obtained at low frequencies to provide good low frequency closed-loop response to system commands and suppression of disturbances.

Examples of equalization selection and basic adjustment are provided in Table II for a variety of simple controlled elements based on data in McRuer et al.\[19\]

C. Adjustment of Crossover Frequency and Effective Time Delay

Once the basic form of equalization has been adopted by the pilot to stabilize the system, he then adjusts the system parameters so as to tend to minimize the tracking errors if he is so instructed.\[19\], \[21\], \[24\] Other criteria than minimum error can affect the adjustments, e.g., under extreme adaptation conditions (for instance, near the pilot's force or lead equalization limits), or with a cost criterion involving other quantities (such as "minimize the displayed sum of error squared and control deflection squared").\[21\], \[24\] As a practical matter, minimizing tracking errors is tantamount to minimizing the mean-square error because:

Under fairly general conditions, a quasi-linear system adjusted to give minimum mean-square error for Gaussian inputs also minimizes a large number of other monotonic error criteria.\[27\]

Experienced pilots, when told merely to "minimize the errors," exhibit performance and response measures which are indistinguishable from that when told to "minimize their mean-square-error tracking score" (Obermayer et al.\[28\] Experiment V).

As a general statement, the second rule of adaptation is as follows.

**Rule 2:** Within the pilot's intrinsic limitations, and once the $-20$ dB/decade amplitude ratio slope has been achieved, the adjustments of crossover frequency and effective time delay are such as to minimize the mean-square error (for $\omega_l << \omega_o$).

This rule cannot be applied without a more complete definition of the "intrinsic limitations" and adjustments. Fortunately, the experiments in McRuer et al.\[28\] have shed empirical light on these, but the adjustments are difficult to describe in a neat, sequential manner.

In terms of the crossover model, the parameters at hand to minimize error are the crossover frequency and $\tau_c$. In general, increasing gain (crossover frequency), or increasing the phase margin $\varphi_M$ (through reduced $\tau_c$), and thereby the damping of the closed-loop dominant modes, each tends to reduce the system errors. Were it not for the unavoidable human operator lags represented by $\tau_c$, the pilot could increase his gain without limit once the open-loop amplitude ratio is equalized to the $[\omega_c/j\omega]$ form, because the corresponding phase lag would be only $-90$ deg out of the $-180$ deg allowed. However, $\tau_c$ reduces the phase margin and ultimately limits $\omega_c$ to less than $10$ rad/s. For the crossover model, the dependence of $\varphi_M$ on $\tau_c$ is given by

$$\varphi_M = \frac{\pi}{2} - \tau_c \omega_c \text{ (angles in radians)}$$

and the error/input ratio at $\omega_c$ is

$$\frac{e}{i} = \frac{1}{2 \sin (\varphi_M/2)} \approx \frac{1}{\varphi_M \text{ (rad) }} \quad \omega_c < \omega_o.$$  \[4\]

Note that the $|e/i|$ ratio peak generally occurs at a higher frequency than $\omega_c$, while the error spectrum peak depends on both the $\omega_c$ and the $|e/i|$ spectrum shapes.

One of the most interesting findings in McRuer et al.\[19\] was that the crossover frequency is strongly dependent on the form of controlled element, but less dependent on input bandwidth (see Fig. 3). It was further found that $\omega_c$, the value of neutrally stable crossover frequency for $\tau_c = 0$ (found by extrapolation) corresponds to the basic time delay $\tau_0$ inferred by extrapolating $\tau_c$ versus $\omega_c$ to vanishingly low input bandwidths (Fig. 4). This basic "relaxed" level of $\tau_0$ is the value of $\tau_c$ when no high-frequency lead is used to help cancel neuromuscular lags...
and the neuromuscular system is fairly relaxed and sluggish. Thus $\omega_c$ can be estimated by using $\tau_0$ for $\tau_s$ and solving $Y_{ol}(j\omega) = -1$ for the gain and frequency at neutral stability. If a large stretch of $-20 \text{dB/decade}$ amplitude exists, then $\omega_c$ can often be estimated by Rule 3.

**Rule 3—Crossover Frequency:**

$$\omega_c \approx \frac{\pi}{2\tau_0}. \quad (5)$$

When Rule 3 is applied to more complex controlled elements, it is important that all time delays in the controlled element and display be included in $\tau_0$. While $\omega_c$ increases slightly with $\omega_0$, the average value $\bar{\omega}_c$ of the crossover frequency over all $\omega_0$ is only slightly larger than $\omega_c$.

Once this crossover frequency is fixed, the operator’s primary adjustment to an increase in forcing function bandwidth is to increase his closed-loop damping ratio so that the closed-loop amplitude ratio peak resulting from the low phase margin does not contribute appreciably to the tracking errors. He does this by decreasing his effective time delay by tightening up on his neuromuscular loop (e.g., a tighter grip on the control stick), or by adding some high-frequency lead equalization (provided it is not required for the basic equalization as noted previously in Table II), or both.

However, as $\omega_0$ approaches $\omega_{cs}$, it can be shown (19) that retention of the crossover frequency near $\omega_{cs}$ results in normalized errors greater than 1.0. Under these condi-
tions, the pilot "regresses" to a low gain technique (i.e., a lower \( \omega_c \)) and simply ignores the high-frequency input components. This crossover regression phenomenon is illustrated in Fig. 5, where the areas under the curves are proportional to the mean-square error for a rectangular input spectrum of bandwidth \( \omega_i \). It can be seen that for wide-band inputs \( \omega_i \approx \omega_c \) the resonant peak dominates the error, so a lower gain is beneficial. Crossover regression can be seen in the data of Fig. 3 for the \( K_s/s^2 \) case at \( \omega_i = 4 \).

The foregoing crossover frequency relationships are summarized in the "\( \omega_c \) invariance properties" of Rule 4.

**Rule 4:**

a) \( \omega_c-K_s \) independence: After initial adjustment, changes in controlled element gain, \( K_s \), are offset by changes in pilot gain, \( K_p \); i.e., system crossover frequency, \( \omega_c \), is invariant with \( K_s \).

b) \( \omega_c-\omega_i \) independence: System crossover frequency depends only slightly on forcing function bandwidth for \( \omega_i < 0.8 \omega_c \).

c) \( \omega_c \) regression: When \( \omega_i \) nears or becomes greater than \( 0.8 \omega_c \), the crossover frequency regresses to values much lower than \( \omega_c \).

Under favorable tracking conditions \( (\omega_i \ll \omega_c, \) relatively small remnant, etc.\) a very simple approximation to the command tracking error can be found from the "one-third law" derived in McRuer and Krendel.\(^{[29]}\)

![Root locus diagram](image)

(a) Root locus

![Error spectrum diagram](image)

(b) Error spectra are to rectangular input spectrum

**Fig. 5.** Sketch of the factors causing crossover regression.

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( Y_c ) in crossover region</th>
<th>( \omega_c ) (rad/s)</th>
<th>( \tau_s ) (seconds)</th>
<th>( \Delta \tau ) (seconds)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( K_s )</td>
<td>5 to 6</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.070 ( \omega_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_s/s )</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.065 ( \omega_i )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_s/s^2 )</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.065 ( \omega_i )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Rule 5:**

\[
\frac{\omega_i^2}{\omega_c^2} = \frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{\omega_i}{\omega_c} \right)^2.
\]

(6)

This relationship is useful in the scaling of displays and inputs, and in assessing the performance potential of alternative pilot loop closures.

**Effective time delay:** The measured and cross-plotted data for \( \tau_e \) from McRuer et al.\(^{[19]}\) are shown in Fig. 4. It is apparent that \( \tau_e \) decreases with \( \omega_i \), with a slope practically independent of the controlled element, while the basic level of \( \tau_e \) depends primarily on the controlled element, independent of \( \omega_i \). Thus an empirical relationship for \( \tau_e \) as a function of its dominant task variable, for relatively low input bandwidths, can be written as:

**Rule 6:**

\[
\tau_e(Y, \omega_i) = \tau_0(Y) - \Delta \tau(\omega_i).
\]

(7)

Putting in the average slopes of \( \Delta \tau/\Delta \omega_i \) from Fig. 4, and collecting all the quantities in tabular form, gives the relations tabulated in Table III.

Remember that these are average values for a number of skilled pilots in a particular fixed-base simulator, with a spring-loaded stick and single-axis cathode-ray-tube display. They are thus representative, but may not be exactly duplicated in a different setup.

**D. Refinements to the Model**

The simple crossover model for single-loop pilot-vehicle control is best suited to conventional stable controlled elements which have smooth amplitude and phase characteristics in the potential crossover region, for tasks where the input is at low frequencies, and where the remnant is relatively small. In other situations more accuracy is desired, as when the controlled element break frequencies are in the crossover region or in conditionally stable systems. More refined operator describing function models have been developed to handle these cases,\(^{[24]}\) always balancing the need for improvement in accuracy against the inevitably increased complexity and number of parameters involved.

One such refinement is the "extended crossover model" or "\( \alpha \) model." This is especially useful for conditionally stable systems (e.g., when a pilot is stabilizing an unstable controlled element). Such situations result in low
phase margins which limit the extent of the stable crossover region and require a fairly accurate phase representation at mid-band frequencies.

The primary purpose of the extended crossover model is to account for the low-frequency phase droop, which can be seen in Fig. 2. The mid-frequency influence of this phase lag contribution can significantly reduce the phase margins in cases where the vehicle is unstable or the operator's lead-equalizing ability is being severely strained. This phase droop is attributed to very-low-frequency dynamics with amplitude ratio breakpoints below the measurable bandwidth in most experiments. It is shown [3] that the net phase contribution at mid-frequencies can be approximated by

$$\Delta \phi_{\text{min}} \approx \frac{\alpha}{\omega} \text{ (angles in radians).}$$

(8)

This "\(\alpha\) effect" is summed with the effective time delay to form the pure phase lag contributions of the extended crossover model, or \(\alpha\) model, and the pilot's describing function becomes

$$Y_e(j\omega)_{\alpha \text{ model}} \approx \frac{K_p K_c \left( T_\ell j\omega + 1 \right) e^{-\left( T_\ell j\omega + \frac{2}{\omega} \right)}}{s(s-1/T)}.$$  

(9)

Fig. 7. Variation of \(\alpha\), \(\tau_e\), and \(\alpha \tau_e\) with 1/T.

The obvious improvement of the extended crossover model in fitting the previous data examples of Fig. 3 can be seen by comparing the dashed and solid lines therein. Its advantage in fitting marginally stable situations, for a second-order controlled element with one unstable root, \(Y_o = K_o/s(s-1/T)\), is nicely illustrated in Fig. 6. Because the controlled element has a breakpoint in the crossover range (1/T = 1.5) while the maximum lead equalization is required (1/T_L \leq 0.2), it is not possible to achieve a -20 dB/decade amplitude slope near crossover, and the versatility of (9) is fully utilized.

The variation of \(\alpha\) with task variables is not as well defined as \(\omega_0\) and \(\tau_e\); chiefly because few valid data exist at low enough frequencies, and because the phase data at low frequencies have higher intrinsic variance. The best set of well-defined data for various degrees of instability of the above \(Y_o\) [19] results in the crossplot shown in Fig. 7. In this case, the product \(\alpha \tau_e\) remained nearly constant at 0.11, but values from 0.04 to 0.20 have been observed [30].

Constancy of \(\alpha \tau_e\) implies that a favorable decrease in \(\tau_e\) is accompanied by an adverse increase in \(\alpha\), such that the net phase curve due to \(\alpha\) and \(\tau_e\) has a constant concave-downward shape which merely shifts to a higher frequency on a Bode plot as \(\tau_e\) decreases. The source of this close tie between \(\alpha\) and \(\tau_e\) involves details of the neuromuscular system which are discussed in references [31] and [32].

When the dynamics of the neuromuscular system lie in the crossover region, or when the manipulator feel characteristics are important, more elaborate models are required, e.g., the "precision model." [19] As the dynamics which contribute to the effective time delay of simpler models are separately accounted for in the more precise models, the minimum value of \(\tau_e\) approaches the basic...
system latencies and transport delays, and may be as
low as 0.06 to 0.09 seconds.

With these simple models, the few rules, and the data
of Figs. 3 and 4, remarkably good estimates can be made
of the required pilot equalization, time delay, crossover
frequency, stability margins, and tracking performance.

III. REMNANT

A. Sources

Remnant is defined as the portion of the pilot’s con-
trol output power which is not linearly correlated with
the system input. Available measurements[21]-[23], [24]
have shown that, for run lengths comparable to the time
required to define the operator’s describing function over
a broad frequency band, the remnant signals have a con-
tinuous and smooth spectrum. The total output spectrum
is thus the sum of two linearly uncorrelated spectra:

\[ \Phi_{ox}(\omega) = |Y_p/(1 + Y_p Y_e)|^2 \%\n\]

where

\[ \Phi_{ox} \]

= total control output spectrum
\[ \Phi_{ii} \]

= the input spectrum
\[ Y_p, Y_e \]

= pilot and controlled element describing func-
tions
\[ \Phi_{en} \]

= “closed-loop” remnant spectrum.

In (10), \( \Phi_{en} \) represents signals which have been passed
around the loop, i.e., it is the closed-loop remnant. To
ascibe this closed-loop spectrum to processes internal to
the pilot requires opening the loop and computing the
signal properties which would have to be present at the
specified places to yield the total closed-loop spectrum.
In general, the sources of remnant are impossible to de-
scribe uniquely using only two-terminal measurements.
As matters stand at present, one can only attempt to list
and, by indirect measurement, to infer the dominant
sources and most usable remnant models for a particular
set of task variables. In ascending order of importance,
the sources of remnant are considered to be due to the
following.

1) Pure Noise Injection: There are numerous poten-
tial sources of legitimate “noise” along the sensing,
equalizing, and actuating paths of the human pilot; for
example, errors in the output position similar to the
“range effect”[24] but on a continuous basis.[20], [21]

2) Nonlinear Operations: Nonlinearities such as indif-
ference thresholds, control output and rate saturation, or
relay-like “sigh” functions produce harmonics of fre-
cuencies other than input frequencies, although their
dominant (fundamental) effect is taken into account by
the describing function. If the nonlinearities are large
compared with the signal levels involved, then appreci-
able remnant can result from this source.[21], [20], [36]

3) Nonsteady Pilot Behavior: The parameters of the
quasi-linear pilot model can be defined meaningfully
only as averages over certain lengths of time.[25] How-
ever, there is increasing evidence that significant time
variations in the pilot’s parameters occur during tracking,
with variations in pilot gain and time delay as the prime
offenders.[19], [28]-[40]

B. Model

Clearly, the most appropriate way to treat remnant
effects depends on the actual component sources present.
When, however, mean-squared values of signals within
the control loop are of central interest, the remnant can
be satisfactorily represented by a signal having a speci-
fied power spectral density injected into the closed-loop
system (see Fig. 8).

Considered as an injected signal, the point of applica-
tion of the remnant can be removed from the pilot’s
output to other locations in the loop as long as no nonlinear
elements are passed in the process. In other words, the
remnant may be considered to be injected at the pilot’s
output, input, or somewhere in between (if such pilot
nonlinearities as the indifference threshold are negligible).
Referring to Fig. 8 and denoting the injected remnant at
\( e \) and \( c \) in the loop as \( \Phi_{en} \) and \( \Phi_{en} \), respectively, the various
remnant forms are related by

\[ \Phi_{en} = \frac{\Phi_{en}}{|1 + Y_p Y_e|^2} = \frac{\Phi_{en} |Y_p|^2}{|1 + Y_p Y_e|^2}. \]

C. Data

Remnant data are far more sparse than describing
function information, and the data available are not
especially reliable. McRuer et al.[19] have supplied new
data on the remnant which are not definitive but have
resulted in considerable refinement to the above ideas.
These new findings show the following results.

1) Careful examination of the output power spectral
density indicated no evidence for periodic sam-
ing[21], [42] or strongly nonlinear behavior. Many
of the long runs (4 minutes) of McRuer et al.[19]
from which this statement derives have recently been re-examined for intervals as short as 20 seconds with the same conclusion. It is important to note, however, that random or other nonperiodic sampling behavior\cite{14,15} is not ruled out as a possibility.

2) At low frequencies, the remnant data for a wide variety of controlled elements coalesce best when all the remnant is injected at the pilot's input.

3) Remnant increases with controlled element gain, with forcing function bandwidth, and with control order.

4) Some evidence for pulsing behavior in control of second-order controlled elements is indicated by output amplitude distributions. These indicate a tendency for the pilot's output to be pulse areas roughly proportional to the stimulus amplitude, when maximum lead equalization is used.

Some typical remnant spectra from McRuer et al.\cite{19} are given in Fig. 9 for a variety of controlled elements. Also shown are curves adapted from Elkind\cite{20} for $Y_c = 1$.

The measurement and modeling of remnant is an area requiring sophisticated equipment and techniques, and much work remains to be done.

IV. SINGLE-AXIS PURSUIT MODEL

Often the pilot has some knowledge of the forcing function, either directly (as on a separate display) or by implication (due to perceived patterns in the error displays or in his control action). The vehicle output is also frequently available to the pilot (e.g., as motion relative to the horizon). The error is still available as the perceived difference between input and output. This is a "pursuit" tracking situation, which is formally distinguished from the compensatory case by the addition of the feedforward loop containing the block $Y_{pi}$ and the direct feedback of output via the block $Y_{po}$ to describe the pilot's actions. These are shown in Fig. 10.

The $Y_{pi}$ operation represents an essentially open-loop feedforward response to the input, $Y_{pi}$ represents a closed-loop operation on the output, and $Y_{po}$ represents the closed-loop operation on the error, as before. Those functions, which are typically internal to the operator, are enclosed by a dashed line in Fig. 10, including the differential which produces the error $e$. In the alternative case where $e$ and $m$ are available, $i$ may be inferred by the operator.

Recent experimental activities\cite{9,10} have resulted in a better understanding of pursuit behavior. One explanation of these results is that the operation on the error $Y_{pi}$ is much the same as the quasi-linear describing function for compensatory tracking, and that the operator does use his additional knowledge of the forcing function to improve performance via $Y_{pi}$. Operations in which $Y_{pi}$ is likely to be important are thought to be those involving motion cues, but this has not yet been clearly demonstrated.

The best strategy in pursuit tracking may be assessed by considering the closed-loop errors (and assuming $Y_{pi}$ to be a quasi-linear operation). Straightforward block diagram algebra, based on Fig. 10, gives the system error spectrum (with $Y_{po} = 0$),

\[ \Phi_{\pi}(\omega) = \frac{(1 - Y_{pi}Y_c)\Phi_{\pi e} - \Phi_{\nu e}Y_c}{1 + Y_{pi}Y_c} \]  

(12)

It can be seen that in the absence of remnant $\Phi_{\nu e}$, the input tracking errors theoretically can be made to vanish by making $Y_{pi} = 1/Y_c$. There is always some disturbance or remnant internal to the loop, however, and the errors due to this source are minimized by the same strategy as for conventional compensatory tracking described in Section II. Furthermore, it is the $Y_{po}$ loop which determines the closed-loop stability of the system, so this loop must be closed if the vehicle is unstable.

It is difficult to experimentally determine $Y_{pi}$ and $Y_{po}$ (or $Y_{po}$) because the responses from these "boxes" are not separately available outside the operator. Consequently, only a few describing function measurements of this type exist, and these are not comprehensive enough to assess the laws of adaptation as was done in Section II. However, some of the data of Wasicko et al.\cite{11} do indicate

```
Fig. 9. Typical remnant power spectra for various controlled elements.\cite{19,20}
```

```
Fig. 10. Block diagram for the pursuit model.
```
that the adjustment of $Y_p$ is nearly $|Y_p, Y_c| = 1$ over a fairly broad frequency range. In other words, the system becomes nearly open-loop through the feedforward, with the feedback acting as a vernier control and as a means of stabilizing the controlled element when needed.

An excellent example of pursuit activity is given in Fig. 11, which shows the implied $Y_p$ generated in control of a second-order system with an unstable divergence, under the assumption that $Y_c$ is the same as it was for an error-only display. The degree to which the ideal $Y_p, Y_c = 1$ seems to be approached is remarkable for the amplitude ratio, although nowhere near as close in phase. Further measurements of pursuit behavior are given in Elkind\textsuperscript{[50]} and Wasiecko et al.\textsuperscript{[46]}

\section*{V. Model for Periodic Forcing Function}

\subsection*{A. Background}

A model for the pilot's response to a periodic forcing function is of considerable interest for the analysis of pilot-induced oscillations (PIO), during which large and distinct sinusoidal motions dominate the pilot's input.\textsuperscript{[46],[47]} Periodic stimuli also exist while attempting to follow the optical landing beam of an aircraft carrier being subjected to heavy swell\textsuperscript{[48]} or in following some types of rolling terrain. Certain types of clear-air turbulence give rise to strongly periodic disturbances.

Periodic inputs to the pilot will yield different forms of pilot response than unpredictable inputs. Under favorable conditions, the skilled operator is able to detect such periodicities within one or two cycles and to take advantage of this knowledge in an attempt to achieve better performance. The operator's response to a particular set of sinusoidal inputs can be presented on a frequency response plot, but it must be recognized as an ensemble of responses to single frequencies, and that different psychomotor mechanisms may be involved in the low, medium, and high-frequency ranges.

\subsection*{B. Data Base}

A large number\textsuperscript{[49]--[54]} of periodic-wave tracking studies exist, almost all for $Y_c = K_c$. Fig. 12 shows two sets of these data\textsuperscript{[51],[52]} plotted versus frequency. It is apparent that up to about 8 rad/s, the output/input is nearly unity with very small phase errors. Beyond this frequency, the phase data are erratic and the amplitude shows increasing attenuation up to the "freewheeling" limit of about 30 rad/s, as shown by the shaded boundary in Fig. 12. Early experiments by Ellson and Gray\textsuperscript{[48]} and recent, very complete studies by Vossius\textsuperscript{[52]} shed further light on the scattered phase data. Their data show that up to about 20 rad/s the output frequency follows the input frequency, but beyond this, the output frequency actually exceeds that of the input up to the frequency of neuromuscular limiting. Thus the region of erratic phase data of Stark et al.\textsuperscript{[51]} and Muckler et al.\textsuperscript{[53]} and of nonidentical frequency data of Ellson and Gray\textsuperscript{[49]} and Vossius\textsuperscript{[52]} coincide. The interpretation is that large
randomly varying phase angles can be interpreted as frequency changes, and *vice versa*.

**C. Model**

The model derived from these data, as well as the observations of other experimenters, e.g., Pew et al., is shown in Fig. 13 and is described as follows.

1) For periodic inputs up to about 10 rad/s (2 Hz), the operator creates a pursuit feedforward loop in which \( Y_p Y_c = 1.0 \), which serves to eliminate all of the time-averaged lags from his tracking. However, remnant will still excite residual errors, so a compensatory loop is also maintained, subject to similar laws of adaptation as in the random input case for very low frequency inputs. The result will be one peak in the perceived error spectrum near the input frequency and, possibly, a secondary peak near the crossover frequency.

2) As familiarity with a particular waveform increases, \( Y_p \) takes on the form of a synchronous waveform generator which is phase locked to the zero crossings of the input or error. Thus, the operator’s behavior becomes more and more open loop, or preprogrammed, and the errors at the input frequency will decrease.

3) For inputs between about 10 and 30 rad/s (2 to 5 Hz), the operator can no longer close the compensatory loop effectively, so crossover regression (or even complete opening of the compensatory loop) occurs. Even though the synchronous generator produces a reasonable waveform, it is no longer phase locked to the input frequency, so continuous phase shifting or frequency drifting can occur.

4) The maximum periodic frequency is limited by the basic neuromuscular dynamics of the limb plus control stick, which also limits the sharpness in reproducing periodic square or triangular waveforms.

*In short, the periodic waveform tracking model is a near-perfect pursuit model, in which \( Y_p Y_c = 1.0 \) up to \( \omega_{\text{cutoff}} \); and an open-loop model from \( \omega_{\text{cutoff}} \) to the neuromuscular cutoff frequency.*

The achievement of synchronous waveform generation can be tested by having the operator close his eyes while continuing to operate his control stick as before. The visual loop is thereby opened and the control action results solely from continuation of the internally generated pattern. Fig. 14, taken from Vossius, illustrates this precognitive level of control very nicely. Notice that prior to “lights out, eyes closed,” the three-wave output is exactly in phase but distorted by the residual tracking errors. After “eyes closed” the waveform is nearly perfect (after an initial transient) but considerably out of phase with the input. Further illustrations of synchronous tracking of complex periodic outputs are given in McRuer and Krendel and Hess.

This model is consistent with the previous compensatory and pursuit models, and with the Successive Organization of Perception concept in Krendel and McRuer. Although direct validation of this model has not yet been obtained, it does explain most of the extant data and several of the qualitative features and anomalies observed during periodic waveform tracking (e.g., Pew et al.).

**VI. MULT loOp COMPENSATORY MODEL**

**A. Types of Multiple-Loop Tasks**

As used here, the term “multiloop” refers to two or more interacting loops, while control tasks involving non-interacting loops are referred to as “multiple loop.” For example, pitch angle and height control is a multiloop task, while pitch and bank angle stabilization in straight and level flight is a multiple-loop task. Multiloop tasks involve, in general, more than one feedback quantity (e.g., pitch angle and height) as well as one or more different pilot controls (e.g., elevator and throttle).

The inputs to the pilot may be perceived by only one of the senses (single modality) or by several senses (multimodality). Fixed-base simulation nearly always is limited to the single-modality case, e.g., visual cues only; motion simulators and actual flight involve the multimodality situation, e.g., visual and motion cues. The main justification for ignoring the nonvisual aspects in many pilot-vehicle analyses is that the visual cues have been found, empirically, to dominate the pilot’s response, and they yield results which seem to be valid. However, there are several important exceptions, among which are:
pilot-induced oscillations, gust suppression, elastic mode vibrations, mass-over-balanced controls, bobweight effects, and spurious motion simulation effects. However, multimodality pilot models are in a primitive state of development, and few definitive experiments have been performed to isolate the cues and criteria for such models.

Practical control engineering techniques for analyzing pilot-vehicle multiloop problems for systems of moderate complexity have recently been developed and applied to aircraft manual control and handling qualities. The model to be described next applies to either multiloop or multiple-loop tasks, as long as essentially continuous control is being exerted in each loop.

B. The Adaptive Feedback Selection Hypothesis

The pilot model for multiloop tasks is an extension of the quasi-linear describing function model for single-loop tasks, but with different parameters operating in each loop. Whereas the tradeoffs between performance, stability, and pilot equalization effort are relatively clear-cut in single-loop situations, the number of alternatives becomes much greater in multiloop systems. To converge on the probable feedbacks and equalization selected by the pilot, the Adaptive Feedback Selection Hypothesis has been formed, which is based on considerable indirect evidence, but has yet to be completely validated.

Adaptive Feedback Selection Hypothesis

Given: A controlled element having several degrees of freedom, some directly sensed within the general visual field, some observable via visual displays, and (perhaps) some directly sensed using modalities other than vision.

Then: The human pilot evolves, during a learning and skill development phase, a particular multiloop system structure. The active feedback connections in this system will be similar to those which would be selected by a skilled controls designer who has available certain variable system characteristics to use for control of given fixed system characteristics; and who also has available a relative preference guide for the variables. System variables comprise sensing channels for each of the feedback possibilities available to the pilot, and possible equalization in each loop which is tailored from an adaptive, but limited, set of equalization forms. The loops ultimately selected will have the following properties.

1) To the extent possible, the feedback loops selected and equalizer adjustments made will be such as to allow wide latitude and variation in pilot characteristics.

2) The loop and equalization structure selected will exhibit the highest pilot rating of all practical loop closure possibilities. Preferably, the loops selected can be closed with a pure gain plus large time delay.

3) Delays due to scanning and sampling are minimized.

C. Adjustment Rules

1) Outer Loops: The outer loop is equalized in accordance with the single-loop rules given in Section II with some additions to account for the closure of other (inner or parallel) loops.

a) Equalization: The equalization form and parameters are based on the “effective controlled element” with the inner loops closed, i.e., the outer-loop $Y_o$ includes the augmenter-like action of the pilot in the inner loop. In general, feedback selections which involve much equalization, or different equalization in each loop, seem to be avoided by the pilot. A wide range of acceptable outer loop gains is desirable.

b) Effective Time Delay: When several displays must be sampled, an additional increment, $T_s$ equal to the effective time delay due to sampling behavior, is added to $T_o$.

c) Crossover Frequency: The same crossover frequency considerations apply as for the single-loop case. Often the outer loop has a lower crossover frequency than the inner-loop or single-loop cases because of a larger accumulation of effective time delays.

2) Inner Loops: Ordinarily the inner loops act as equalization for subsequent loops, or provide feedbacks or crossfeeds which suppress subsidiary degrees of freedom which have undesirable effects on subsequent loops. Because the role of the inner loops is so dependent on outer loop requirements, the rigid rules given above for the outer loop are not generally applicable, e.g., even stability may not be required. The types of inner loops closed and the equalization selected will generally be compatible with one or all of the following considerations.

a) Outer loop adjustments per the single-loop adjustment rules become more feasible, e.g., $[Y_s Y_o]$ can be made approximately $-20$ dB/decade with less outer-loop equalization.

b) The sensitivity of the closed-loop characteristics to changes in either inner or outer-loop pilot characteristics is reduced from that in an outer-loop-only situation. This includes the improvement of gain and phase margins.

c) The loop structure and equalization selected are those for which total pilot rating is the best obtainable.

d) Sampling penalties are minimized.

D. Example

Insufficient data have been obtained to validate these selection and adjustment rules completely, but an example will be given of the pilot’s describing function in a simulated multiloop task involving manual control of roll and yaw with ailerons and rudder. By being given an aircraft with a dynamically unstable Dutch roll
mode, the pilot was forced to use rudder to control yaw rate, and by being given a large random roll command he was forced to control roll by ailerons (compensatory displays were used). The block diagram for this situation is depicted in Fig. 15(a). One question was whether much crossfeed existed between roll or yaw errors and the rudder or aileron control actions, and another was the extent of change in the pilot's roll-to-aileron describing function from its single-loop equivalent.

It was found that there was some roll-to-rudder crossfeed which prevented direct measurement of the yaw-to-rudder describing function. However, the roll-to-aileron describing function was measured. The inner-loop closure and crossfeed for the unstable case were such that the pilot's roll-to-aileron describing function in the multiloop task [Fig. 15(c)] was the same as it was for a stable Dutch roll mode, in which case he had to close only the single loop, roll-to-aileron [Fig. 15(b)].

Summarizing, then, it appears that numerous multiloop piloting tasks can be modeled with simple extensions of the well-established single-loop model. The potential applications of pilot models are thereby vastly expanded and the need for sophisticated multiloop experiments and data interpretation is, indeed, acute.

---

Fig. 15. Comparison of single-loop and multiloop describing functions for a roll tracking task.\[^{[20]}\]
VII. PILOT RATING CONSIDERATIONS

A. Single-Axis

1) General Factors: In the iterative process of determining the likely loop structure and loop equalizations, the key adaptation criteria are not always confined to the objective measures of stability margins and error performance; they also include consideration of subjective pilot ratings. Although the connections between pilot ratings and pilot-vehicle dynamics and performance are not yet firmly established, enough are available to provide a relative preference guide (e.g., see reference [64]). This brief discussion summarizes only those pilot rating considerations which affect the pilot’s adaptation and is not intended to be definitive in any sense.

The whole pilot adaptation problem is complicated by the fact that the adopted parameters and performance affect his ratings, and vice versa. Consequently, most of the trends to be shown in the following figures were measured under conditions where all but one of the variables affecting rating were constant or negligible.

2) Pilot Gains: The subjective rating trends associated with the controlled element gain are the best known, for numerous experiments have shown that an “optimum” gain exists at some level of \(K_e\). The importance of the optimum gain is illustrated in Fig. 16, which shows results from a single-axis compensatory tracking study which used “good” airplane dynamics. \(^{65}\) Over a wide range of control gains, the average absolute error is nearly constant, while the pilot’s average control output (proportional to gain) varies inversely with the control gain. The subjective handling quality rating shows a distinct optimum, which is not revealed by either the error or force criteria. All of these trends are consistent with the pilot’s gain adaptation to keep \(c_e\) invariant.

Fig. 17(a) presents pilot rating versus controlled element gain curves obtained from several sources. \(^{64}-^{67}\) Of interest are the rather broad gain optimums (1.0 point decrement over a 300 to 400 percent range of \(K_e\)) and the severe degradation of rating for higher and lower gains. To the extent that the crossover model applies to the case at hand and \(c_e\) is constant, Fig. 17(b) can be used to roughly estimate the penalties for off-optimum gain once \(c_e\) is known via the relation

\[
K_e = \frac{c_e}{K_c}
\]

(13)

where \(K_c\) includes the vehicle and display gains.

The absolute level of the optimum control gain will depend on manipulator characteristics and other mission and control sensitivity considerations (e.g., see A’Harrah and Siewert \(^{67}\)). At the present state of the art, the “best” control gains must still be empirically determined.

3) Pilot Lead and Lag: Ashkenas \(^{68}\) contains an extensive study, based on ground and flight tests from a number of sources, of pilot ratings for a general class of vehicles wherein \(Y_e = K_e/s(T_s + 1)\). The control gain was generally optimum and errors were small, so both were eliminated as factors in pilot rating. This left \(T_L\) as the primary factor influencing rating. As shown in Table II, for this type of controlled element the pilot adopts a lead which nearly cancels the lag; i.e., \(T_L \approx T\). Fig. 18 is the resulting plot of the effects of \(T_L\) on pilot rating; the vertical spread in the points is due to uncertainties in the exact value of \(T_L\). Similar variations may be inferred from the results given in Ashkenas and Me-Ruer. \(^{122}\) Nevertheless, great caution should be used in attributing the rating decrements of Fig. 18 entirely to pilot lead, because so many factors were not in control.

The effect of pilot-adopted lag on his ratings has not been found as yet. Indirect evidence (e.g., the static-to-short-period-gain experiment in Jex and Cromwell \(^{65}\)) indicates that the use of very-low-frequency lag—in effect, the trimming out of drift errors—does not result in significant rating penalties. However, there is a growing suspicion that vehicles which require mid- to high-frequency pilot lags, in order to attenuate or phase-stabilize a weakly damped short-period or bending mode, may be downrated on this basis.

4) Effective Time Delay: It has been suggested in previous sections that the pilot can reduce his effective time delay \(\tau_e\) by reducing the neuromuscular lags. As an unpublished facet of the experiments in MeRuer et al. \(^{10}\) pilot ratings were recorded for the unstable element, \(Y_e = K_e/s(8 - 1/T)\). As \(1/T\) was increased, the effective time delay was reduced. Since \(c_e\) and the errors were observed to remain constant, and the lead was constant at very low frequencies, the observed rating decrement can be attributed to \(\Delta \tau_e\). Specifically, as the unstable root
Fig. 17. Pilot ratings versus controlled element gain.

Fig. 18. Rating decrement due to pilot lead as inferred from handling qualities tests (symbols refer to various cases within the reference).
went from 0 to 1.5 rad/s, \( \tau_e \) underwent a reduction of 0.08 seconds and the pilot rating dropped by 2.5 to 3 points. This rating decrement is probably associated with the increasing neuromuscular tension underlying the reduced \( \tau_e \).

5) Other Factors: Other things being constant, pilot ratings may also depend on the system closed-loop performance and the sensitivity of the performance to variations in elements of the pilot's describing function. For good ratings, the pilot should be able to obtain satisfactory performance with a relatively broad set of describing function characteristics.

The influence of remnant on pilot rating is not understood at all, although it has been observed\(^\text{[19]}\) that the proportion of remnant in the control output does increase in the high control gain region of Fig. 17 (i.e., for \( K_c > 10 \)).

B. Multiaxis Ratings

The above rating penalties are based on single-axis data. A simple approximation to the total system rating can be made using a "basic" experimentally determined multiaxis rating and adding single-axis rating decrements:\(^\text{[69]}\)

\[
R = R_{\text{multiaxis}} + \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Delta R_i
\]

where

\( R_{\text{multiaxis}} = \) actual pilot rating for the multiaxis situation when each single axis is set to its best-rated configuration (experimentally determined)

\( \Delta R_i = \) rating decrement (relative to the optimum) for each of the axes involved, based on single-axis rating data.

Other multiloop rating considerations are also discussed in Dander.\(^\text{[69]}\)

In summary, it can be seen that subjective pilot ratings may have a strong influence on his finally adopted parameters, and vice versa.

VIII. Conclusions

This paper has attempted to summarize some of the more important recent developments in analytical pilot models for manually controlled vehicles, with emphasis on the effects of task variables on the types of models required and on the model parameters. Some of the main conclusions which emerge from this review are as follows.

1) Validated analytical pilot models are available for a wide range of task variables.

2) To handle the wide range of problems, different forms of pilot models are required (e.g., compensatory, pursuit, periodic, etc.). The extra blocks in these models must not be overlooked, as they sometimes are, in interpreting simulator and flight test data.

3) Great simplifications in the modeling of compensatory tasks result from using the Crossover Model or its refinements described in Section II. These permit prediction of pilot equalization, gain, delay time, performance, and rating decrements.

4) Multiloop tasks lead to models similar to those for single-loop tasks, and most of the adaptation rules seem to be equally valid. The Adaptive Feedback Selection Hypothesis of Section VI appears to be a powerful rule for selecting the most useful display quantities from an array of possibilities.

5) Much more work needs to be done in the understanding and modeling of pilot remnant.

6) A pilot's rating decrements can be related to his adopted model parameters, thereby permitting better optimization of the pilot-vehicle system than can be obtained solely on the basis of stability or performance criteria.
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